Language Access in State Courts

U.S. Department of Justice
Civil Rights Division
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September 2016
Dear State Court Stakeholders:

As head of the Civil Rights Division, I have the privilege of working alongside a dedicated team of colleagues to enforce the law in pursuit of equal justice and equal opportunity for all. A core component of our work begins with making federally funded services accessible to all people, regardless of the language they speak or their English proficiency.

Through our Federal Coordination and Compliance Section (FCS), the Civil Rights Division has prioritized protecting the rights of all people, whatever level of English proficiency they hold, to participate meaningfully, fully, and fairly in state court proceedings. Providing language services is essential to upholding the integrity of our justice system. Barriers to language access can interfere with the capacity of state courts to accurately evaluate the facts and fairly administer justice. And they can also place unfair and unconstitutional burdens on individuals – from litigants, to criminal defendants, to victims and witnesses – who participate in court proceedings or seek assistance from court programs and services.

This booklet aims to provide a brief overview of the importance of legal requirements for, and accomplishments in, providing language access services in state courts across the country. The Division has committed to a Courts Language Access Initiative to focus on the implementation of language access requirements and best practices in courts. Despite the significant progress that we have achieved, however, the challenge of providing meaningful language access in state courts demands that we continue to modernize, innovate, and keep pace with the evolving demographics of our country.

I hope you find this guide useful as you encounter these challenges in your communities in the months and years ahead. At the Department of Justice, we look forward to advancing the mission of equal access to state courts by forging dynamic partnerships with all stakeholders, by removing language access barriers, and by celebrating the diversity of our people that has always defined the resiliency and strength of our nation.

Sincerely,

Vanita Gupta
Principal Deputy Assistant Attorney General
LANGUAGE ACCESS IN STATE COURTS: A CRITICAL CIVIL RIGHT
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The Civil Rights Division (Division) of the U.S. Department of Justice (DOJ) upholds the civil and constitutional rights of all members of our society. It enforces federal laws prohibiting discrimination based on race, color, sex, disability, religion, familial status, and national origin. The Division’s Federal Coordination and Compliance Section (FCS), together with the Offices for Civil Rights of the DOJ Office of Justice Programs and other agencies, work to ensure consistent and effective enforcement of Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 19641 (Title VI) and other laws and executive orders that prohibit discrimination in programs and activities that receive federal funding. Through the Courts Language Access Initiative, FCS secures the rights of all people, regardless of their national origin and English language ability, to participate meaningfully in state court proceedings and programs, consistent with the nondiscrimination provisions of Title VI and its regulations.

A. Introduction

Court systems exist to deliver justice. If a state court policy or action unjustly limits or burdens the ability of certain groups to be heard, it can erode the court’s legitimacy. Those who work in and through the state court system—including judges, lawyers, clerks, interpreters, and court staff—have a shared mission to maintain and uphold the legitimacy of the judicial system and to prevent miscarriages of justice. This mission includes ensuring the provision of quality language services when necessary to allow people whose English language ability is limited to participate in court proceedings and services.

Simply put, interpretation and translation are essential to providing meaningful access to the courts and to maintaining the integrity of our justice system.2 Court cases are often highly structured, stressful experiences requiring specialized terminology. Without careful attention to providing effective language services, many people will face a judicial process that places unfair and unconstitutional burdens on their ability to fully participate in proceedings. At the same time, relying on un-interpreted or poorly interpreted testimony from witnesses who are not proficient in English, or from improperly translated documents, will hinder the court’s ability to determine the facts and dispense justice.
“When state courts fail to provide competent interpreters for people in civil cases who are of limited English proficiency, they can’t protect their children, they can’t protect their homes, they can’t protect their safety. Courts suffer because they lose faith in the justice system. Society suffers because its laws cannot be enforced: laws guaranteeing minimal wages, laws barring domestic violence and illegal evictions can’t be enforced.”

– Chief Judge Eric T. Washington, District of Columbia Court of Appeals

Demographic Trends Highlight the Need for Courts to Provide Language Assistance Services. There is a clear connection between national origin, primary language, and limited ability to read, write, speak, or understand English (known as limited English proficiency). The presence of limited English proficient, or “LEP”, parties and witnesses in courthouses is nothing new. Since the first Europeans arrived, immigration has been a part of the American experience. However, as the chart that follows illustrates, the foreign-born immigrant population as a proportion of U.S. residents has increased in the last 40 years from historic lows in the 1970s.

In the last twenty-five years, the number of LEP individuals in the United States has nearly doubled to over 25 million. These demographic shifts are happening all across America. Thus, while immigrants and the next generation learn English, data from the U.S. Census Bureau reveals the widespread need for language services. In 2013, one out of every three counties was home to 1,000 or more LEP residents, and in one out of every five counties, at least 5% of residents identified as LEP.
For example, from 1990 to 2012, LEP populations in Alabama, Oklahoma, and Nevada more than doubled. Cities like Columbia, South Carolina, and the Dallas/Fort Worth/Arlington, Texas area saw more than 200% growth in their LEP communities. In some areas the LEP population has increased even while the non-LEP population decreased. For example, in the Scranton/Wilkes-Barre/Hazleton, Pennsylvania area, the LEP population grew by 71% while the non-LEP population shrank by 12.5%. These population changes call for state courts across the nation to incorporate interpretation, translation, and other language assistance services to meet the needs of the communities they serve.

The Law Requires Language Assistance Services. Finding ways to effectively bridge language barriers is necessary to preserve the integrity of our legal system. Federal law also requires it. There is widespread agreement among federal and state courts that in criminal proceedings, LEP defendants are entitled to the assistance of an interpreter under the U.S. Constitution. In addition, for state courts that receive federal financial assistance, Title VI and its implementing regulations prohibit discrimination on the basis of race, color, or national origin in all court programs and services, whether criminal, civil, or administrative. The Supreme Court has affirmed that the Title VI prohibition against national origin discrimination includes discrimination against LEP individuals on the basis of language. This means that courts that receive federal assistance must take reasonable steps to ensure that limited English ability does not get in the way of a person’s ability to appear and communicate effectively in court.

In August 2000, the President issued Executive Order 13166: Improving Access to Services for Persons with Limited English Proficiency. This Order requires federal agencies to ensure that their
grantees comply with Title VI and provide meaningful access to federally funded programs and services for LEP individuals. In 2002, DOJ issued guidance to recipients of federal funds that offered further detail on what it means to provide meaningful access, including in state courts. Since then, DOJ has provided technical assistance planning tools and additional guidance to courts, and has conducted investigations and worked collaboratively to bring about improved language assistance services for LEP court users.

“We hold that one who cannot communicate effectively in English may be effectively incompetent to proceed in a criminal matter and rendered effectively absent at trial if no interpreter is provided.

* * *

We also remind the bench that, as a recipient of federal funding, the court system in this State is obligated to provide persons who are ‘limited English proficient’ with meaningful access to the courts in order to comply with Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 . . . . [V]igilance in protecting the rights of non-English speakers is required in all of our courts.”

– Ling v. State, Georgia Supreme Court, 2010

In 2010, the Civil Rights Division launched its Courts Language Access Initiative, issuing a letter to state court chief justices and administrators to provide greater clarity about the long-standing requirement to provide meaningful access for LEP individuals in courts receiving federal financial assistance. Since then, the Division and the Office for Civil Rights in the DOJ Office of Justice Programs have worked with state courts in a variety of ways to ensure that LEP individuals can meaningfully participate in court proceedings, maneuver through the court system, and access court services. As a result, state court systems around the country have created policies and plans that have significantly improved the provision of language assistance services in their courts.

Sixteen years after the issuance of Executive Order 13166, DOJ reaffirms its commitment to ensuring that LEP individuals can participate meaningfully in federally funded programs and activities. Comprehensive language assistance services in state courts are critical for LEP court users and a priority for the Civil Rights Division. DOJ has worked with state courts to improve their programs, including through collaborative cooperation, investigations and voluntary compliance and, where negotiations for voluntary compliance are not fruitful, through the issuance of letters of finding and engagement in enforcement efforts. Through this work, and together with state court leaders, the bar, and stakeholders, changes are occurring: a consensus has emerged about the importance of language services, state courts across the country are making commendable progress, and a number of tools and resources have become available to state courts working to strengthen their language access programs.
B. Language Services Make a Difference

State courts can provide language access in many forms, including interpretation, translation, and bilingual services. Interpretation involves hearing information spoken in one language and orally relaying it into another in a manner that preserves its meaning. Depending on the nature of the interaction, interpretation services may be rendered using in-person interpreters, or through video-remote or telephonic interpretation. Additionally, bilingual staff members may provide language services during certain interactions, such as communications at a clerk’s desk or with security personnel. In these cases, the bilingual staff member speaks directly with the LEP person in the LEP person’s language. Translation consists of taking information which has been written in one language and conveying it in writing into another language while preserving its meaning. Translations are often necessary for signs inside and outside the courtroom, for letters sent by the court to LEP individuals, and for forms and other court documents that an LEP person may need to complete in order to participate in court proceedings. Below, we provide examples illustrating the need for effective language services in state courts and the harm that results when courts fail to provide those services.

1. Court Services and Programs

Providing language services inside the courtroom is essential, but courts do much more than hold hearings and trials. There are clerks’ offices, self-help centers, signs, websites, forms, and a variety of other court services. Sometimes, courts appoint counsel, psychologists, mediators, and other professionals who need language services to assist them in their interactions with LEP individuals. Providing language services in these settings is essential.

Without appropriate language assistance services and clear procedures for court staff to follow outside the courtroom, LEP persons may not be able to take the steps necessary to initiate or participate in state court proceedings as parties or witnesses. An LEP person may not be able to read or understand the signs and notices necessary to navigate through the courthouse and appear for a proceeding. An LEP person may not be able to speak with staff in the clerk’s office or with court-appointed counsel, obtain and complete necessary paperwork, participate in mediation, or engage in court-mandated treatment, visitation, or evaluation programs.

Situations like these are far from theoretical. In a survey conducted by the National Center for State Courts, two-thirds of community-based service and treatment providers had received LEP individuals who had been ordered by the courts to participate in their programs, but 41% often or sometimes turned them away. In the absence of appropriate language services, courts have reported instructing LEP individuals to wait in the court lobby until another person who speaks their language comes in, or have expected the LEP person to come to the courthouse with an English-speaking friend or family member. One county judge described the results of not providing language services in court operations: “Many people don’t even make it through the courtroom door. They don’t understand the papers, they don’t file an answer and they default.”
“The right to an interpreter rests fundamentally, however, on the notion that no defendant should face the Kafkaesque specter of an incomprehensible ritual which may terminate in punishment.”

— United States v. Carrion, 1st Circuit Court of Appeals, 1973

2. Criminal Court Proceedings

A court-provided, qualified interpreter is essential for an LEP criminal defendant to effectively appear and participate in proceedings against him. Denying a defendant timely interpretation and translation services could jeopardize that individual’s life, liberty, and property. In addition, failure to provide appropriate interpretation and translation services to a defendant both in the courtroom and during related communications may result in overturned convictions or sentences. For example, an LEP defendant appeared with an interpreter at his arraignment and stated that he could not read or write English. The court knew that he had signed several untranslated waivers of his rights as a defendant, but nevertheless accepted his guilty plea. The defendant later moved to withdraw his plea, arguing in part that he had not knowingly and intelligently entered it. Based in part on the fact that the written waivers were never translated, the court granted his motion.

3. Civil Court Proceedings

Civil proceedings resolve a diverse array of disputes that can affect critical aspects of an individual’s life and property. DOJ investigations have uncovered many cases in which the absence of language assistance services in civil proceedings devastated individuals and families. In one instance, an LEP woman attempted to obtain a protective order after her husband allegedly attacked her. During the hearing, the court denied her an interpreter. As a result, the judge did not understand her and ultimately dismissed the case. In another case, an LEP woman appeared in court for an eviction proceeding. Because the court did not provide her with an interpreter, she could not communicate with the court or understand the proceedings. The LEP individual was evicted during the
proceeding without understanding what was taking place.\textsuperscript{28} Even in child welfare hearings, interpreters are still not always being provided when needed. In one example, the court did not provide an interpreter for an LEP mother who had difficulty communicating with the court and understanding opposing counsel’s argument during child custody proceedings. The mother did not know that she had lost custody of her children until she spoke with a child services employee after the hearing had ended.\textsuperscript{29}

4. LEP Witnesses, Victims, and Others

LEP individuals appear in court, not just as litigants or criminal defendants, but also witnesses. Failure to provide appropriate language services to LEP individuals can have serious effects on cases even when an LEP person’s interests are not directly at stake. For instance, the testimony of an LEP witness may affect the outcome of litigation between two English-speaking parties. If a court fails to provide effective language access services, that decision may taint evidence and skew results in favor of one party over the other. In criminal proceedings, inadequate interpretation may result in miscarriages of justice and put the community at risk. In a 2013 case, an LEP rape survivor testifying against her alleged attacker informed the court that she did not fully understand English and requested an interpreter. Instead of providing an interpreter, the judge asked counsel to rephrase the question and continued with the proceeding. As a result, the survivor provided insufficient testimony, and the judge dismissed the charge against her alleged attacker. Six months later, the defendant was arrested for the brutal sexual assault of a fifteen-year-old girl.\textsuperscript{30} Courts also need to provide interpreters for other LEP persons with a substantial interest in the case, including LEP parents and guardians of minor victims, witnesses, or parties.

“We are aware that the loss of resources may impose an additional burden on local court jurisdictions. However, the opportunity for persons to effectively and meaningfully communicate in court proceedings and to participate in court services is a fundamental principle of justice that must be preserved despite the financial challenge it may create for local governments.”

– Washington Administrative Office of the Courts, 2015\textsuperscript{31}

5. The Importance of No-Cost Language Services

It is important for courts not to burden parties by charging them when court interpreters are needed, an approach that is fraught with problems. Providing qualified interpreter assistance at no cost to the parties serves the interests of all involved. An LEP person who must pay for an interpreter to participate in proceedings bears a greater financial burden to pursue a case than individuals who are not LEP.\textsuperscript{32} Charging for language access services may also discourage LEP individuals from using interpreters, and encourage them to try to struggle through their court appearances without understanding or being able to communicate with the court. This, in turn,
inhibits not only the LEP person’s ability to participate in the proceedings, but also the ability of the judge, jurors, and other participants to understand and communicate with the LEP person. Thus, imposing interpreter fees is contrary to the court’s interest in protecting the integrity and fairness of the proceeding.

Rather than charging for language assistance services, state courts may address interpreter costs through a variety of other means. Courts may raise fees across the board, seek additional external funding, or treat interpreter costs as general operating costs; none of these options require courts to treat people differently based on a protected characteristic – national origin.

6. Qualification and Training of Court Interpreters

Whether spoken or written, words lost or miscommunicated due to inadequate interpretation or translation may interfere with the court’s ability to determine the facts and administer justice. For LEP individuals, accurate interpretation is the only way that they will be able to communicate their side of the story, preserve their evidence for the record, and challenge the testimony of adverse witnesses. Interpretation requires a high level of fluency in two languages, and skill in conveying—sometimes simultaneously—what is being said. Interpreters who have not been properly trained or assessed may have trouble understanding or accurately conveying important information, including difficult legal terminology.

“[S]imply providing ‘any’ interpreter upon request is insufficient….it is imperative to ensure accurate interpretation throughout the proceedings lest we run the risk of diminishing our system of justice by infringing upon the defendant’s rights of due process.”

– Ponce v. State, Indiana Supreme Court, 2014

Interpreters must also follow ethical standards to avoid providing advice, expressing bias, or otherwise engaging in inappropriate side conversations with LEP persons. In one case, an LEP defendant accepted a plea agreement during a hearing in which the interpreter inaccurately interpreted his rights. Later, he petitioned for post-conviction relief. The Supreme Court of Indiana reversed and remanded the case, concluding that because the advisement of rights was inaccurately interpreted, the defendant did not knowingly and voluntarily enter his guilty plea.
DOJ often receives complaints that court systems have failed to provide interpreter or other language assistance services in state court operations or proceedings, in possible violation of Title VI. The Division works with courts to investigate, and, if necessary, obtain voluntary compliance. In addition, the Office for Civil Rights in the DOJ Office of Justice Programs investigates and resolves complaints and conducts Title VI compliance reviews of recipients, including court system components. This section highlights a few examples of state courts with which the Division became involved after receiving complaints of discrimination against LEP individuals. Further information about each of these cases can be found at lep.gov. It also highlights some of the Division’s technical assistance materials.

A. Focus on Achieving Compliance

When state courts recognize that they need to improve access for LEP individuals to their courts and court systems, DOJ works collaboratively with them to ensure that meaningful access is achieved. For example, the Mohave County, Arizona Superior Court actively worked with the Division to improve the court’s language access program in a number of ways, including:

- Clarifying that all LEP parties, witnesses, and anyone with a substantial interest in a matter will be provided interpreter services in all court proceedings free of charge regardless of case type, court user income, or language spoken;
- Enhancing communication with community stakeholders;
- Expanding the availability of telephonic or video interpreter services;
- Training all court staff on the importance of providing language services; and
- Creating and implementing a language services complaint system.

The Division has engaged in similar efforts in response to complaints in places such as Hawai‘i, Kentucky, New Jersey, and King County, Washington. In Kentucky, for example, the Division worked with the Kentucky Administrative Office of the Courts to develop and finalize a complaint form and process through which an LEP individual can file a grievance regarding provision or quality of language assistance services in the Kentucky State Court system. This document will be available both in hard copy and online, and will be available in over 10 non-English languages with additional languages available upon request.
In August 2012, FCS received a complaint from an LEP Spanish-speaking mother who alleged she was not provided an interpreter during a custody hearing in the Lake County, Ohio Juvenile Court where she lost custody of her child. Between 2013 and 2016, pursuant to an agreement with FCS to resolve the issues raised in the complaint, the Supreme Court of Ohio (SCO) worked collaboratively with FCS and took steps to ensure the mother had access to a court-appointed interpreter and to improve its language services program. SCO improved its language services program by establishing a statewide complaint system; conducting outreach to LEP users and their counsel; educating judges, court personnel, and people who access the courts about Title VI; and continuing to translate vital court documents. SCO also changed its Supreme Court rules so that the appointment of a foreign language interpreter applies to court activities outside of a courtroom proceeding. SCO committed to continuing to strive to ensure all people, no matter what language they speak, have equal access to its courts.

Investigations often precede voluntary compliance in Title VI cases. For instance, after receiving a complaint alleging the Los Angeles County Superior Court (LASC) failed to provide LEP litigants with meaningful access to state court civil proceedings and court operations, the Civil Rights Division initiated an investigation. The Division uncovered compliance concerns in LASC and with California Judicial Council policies and practices, including a state statute that was interpreted to require charging litigants for interpreters in civil matters.

In May 2013, the Division—joined by the United States Attorney’s Office for the Central District of California—issued a letter to LASC and the state Judicial Council that identified Title VI compliance concerns, made recommendations to improve compliance, and offered to work collaboratively to ensure compliance. Since then, the California Judicial Branch, including LASC, has taken steps on the path toward compliance with Title VI in response to DOJ’s concerns and recommendations. More work remains for both entities, and the Division continues to work with them to resolve the complaint and achieve voluntary compliance.

The Division has engaged in a similar manner with other state court systems, such as Colorado and Maine, to ensure compliance with their language access obligations under Title VI. In Rhode Island, the Division negotiated the provisions of an executive order issued by the Rhode Island Chief Justice in 2012, which mandated comprehensive and free language assistance to LEP persons in all court proceedings and operations. The Division approved the Rhode Island Courts’ Language Access Plan, which outlines the judiciary’s planned efforts to ensure comprehensive
language assistance throughout the court system, and signed a voluntary settlement agreement with the Rhode Island court system in 2014. In 2016, DOJ closed the Rhode Island case following completion of planned improvements and a monitoring period.

“Through extensive work with the Federal Coordination and Compliance Section of the Civil Rights Division of the U.S. Department of Justice, the Colorado Judicial Department has significantly revised Chief Justice Directive 06-03, which now not only provides language interpreters for all case types, but also ensures language access in all court operations.”

— Michael L. Bender, Former Chief Justice, Supreme Court of Colorado

In Colorado, the Division investigated a Title VI complaint claiming that Colorado state courts do not provide interpreters for LEP parties in civil cases. The Division negotiated a settlement with the Chief Justice in 2011, who issued a directive mandating that court interpreters and other language assistance be provided at no cost to LEP parties in all cases and in court services and programs. In 2012, the court issued a Division-approved strategic plan that outlined 35 specific improvements in court policies, standards, infrastructure, and training to be undertaken in order to support the court system’s ability to deliver timely and appropriate language assistance statewide. Following the successful and collaborative completion of the work and a period of monitoring, DOJ closed the case in 2016.

Case Highlight: Hawai‘i:

In 2012, the Division received complaints about problems with the Hawai‘i State Judiciary’s provision of language access services, including (1) the absence of a clear court policy on the provision of high quality, timely, language assistance services free of charge to LEP individuals in court proceedings and operations; (2) inconsistent procedures for accessing court language services; (3) a complaint system that did not include any notification targeted at LEP populations and those who work with them; (4) a court interpreter assignment system that did not adequately ensure that the most highly qualified interpreters were utilized before lesser qualified interpreters; and (5) a lack of accountability measures to ensure the court interpreter program was implemented in compliance with Title VI.

From the beginning, the Hawai‘i Judiciary committed to address these concerns and, over the course of about a year, staff from the Hawai‘i State Judiciary Office on Equality and Access to the Courts worked cooperatively with the Division to make a number of improvements to interpreter and translation services provided in the courts. In 2013, the Division issued
recommendations to address remaining barriers, and worked with court representatives to establish appropriate time frames to meet these goals. Among other actions, the Hawai‘i State Judiciary has:

- Issued a clear policy stating that the courts will provide all LEP individuals with free, competent court interpretation in all court proceedings, and that language assistance services will be provided in court operations free of charge;
- Revised its court interpreter assignment system and improved training on the interpreter assignment process for interpreters and judges;
- Committed to creating a language assistance complaint system; and
- Tightened its oversight of language assistance delivery.49

In March 2015, when the Division closed its review of the Hawai‘i state courts,50 Chief Justice Recktenwald stated: “We are committed to providing the best services we can for court users who do not speak English as their first language. The Hawai‘i State Judiciary provides services to persons with limited English proficiency in all case types at no charge. I am proud of the progress we have made.” The Court Program Director noted: “We are thankful for the leadership, support and guidance from the Department of Justice. We look forward to continuing to work with the DOJ as we move forward to ensure meaningful access to court operations.”51

B. Division Enforcement

When recipients are found in violation of Title VI, DOJ can take a number of steps in order to secure compliance, beginning with issuing a violation finding. For instance, in March 2012, after attempts to achieve voluntary resolution failed, DOJ issued its letter finding that the North Carolina Judicial Department’s Administrative Office of the Courts (NCAOC) had engaged in systemic national origin discrimination because of its failure to provide meaningful access to court proceedings and operations for LEP individuals.52 The letter stated that if NCAOC did not agree to correct the violations, DOJ would take legal action to compel compliance.53 Since the issuance of the letter, the NCAOC has been working to resolve the complaints and ensure meaningful access to its courts for LEP persons. Federal agencies can seek to terminate federal financial assistance or pursue other means of enforcing the law when efforts to achieve voluntary compliance have failed.54

The following links lead to agreements and resolutions the Division has entered into with several state courts in order to resolve complaints about the availability of language access services.

- Colorado Judicial Department, memorandum of agreement (June 28, 2011) - go.usa.gov/cRSRw.
C. Division Technical Assistance

The links below provide Division tools and guidance documents that clarify recipients' language access obligations under Title VI and assist courts seeking to improve their language services.

- Language Access Planning and Technical Assistance Tool for Courts (February 2014) - go.usa.gov/xDMDR.

For additional language access resources for state courts, visit LEP.gov, a web-based clearinghouse on LEP and language services for federal agencies, recipients of federal funds, users of federal and federally assisted programs, and other stakeholders.
Part III

The New National Consensus

“For individuals to be afforded equal justice, and for courts to achieve their mission of providing equal justice accessible to all, court systems must develop viable systems to provide competent interpretation services to limited and non-English speakers. Our promise of justice for all must be supported by a commitment to provide all individuals accessing our court systems with a means for true communication and understanding, and not through a mere babble of unintelligible voices.”

– Conference of State Court Administrators

In the past several years, a national consensus has formed around the vital importance of providing language assistance services in state court proceedings and operations. Consistent with the principles of DOJ’s Courts Language Access Initiative, bar and court organizations have agreed on the importance of comprehensive court language access. In 2012, the American Bar Association (ABA) formally recognized that access to justice is impossible for LEP individuals unless courts provide qualified language services to allow them to understand what takes place in courts and to be understood in turn.

To address this issue, the ABA, with the assistance of DOJ and an array of stakeholders, promulgated Standards for Language Access in Courts to help courts design and implement comprehensive language access systems that are responsive to the needs of their communities. The ABA also urged all courts and adjudicatory tribunals to adopt plans to implement the standards. The Conference of Chief Justices (CCJ) and the Conference of State Court Administrators (COSCA) provided significant input into the standards, and both organizations adopted resolutions supporting them.

In 2012, under the leadership of the National Center for State Courts (NCSC), about three hundred judicial leaders from forty-nine states, the District of Columbia, and three territories gathered for the National Summit on Language Access in the Courts to show their support for implementing language services in their jurisdictions, to identify challenges to providing meaningful access to LEP individuals, and to develop solutions to identified challenges. In 2013, the NCSC issued a National Call to Action, which built upon the work of the Summit by setting forth steps that states may use to guide the implementation and improvement of their language access services.
“Inability to communicate due to language differences also has an impact on the functioning of the courts and the effect of judgments, as proceedings may be delayed, the court record insufficient to meet legal standards, and court orders rendered unenforceable or convictions overturned, if a defendant or other party has not been able to understand or be understood during the proceedings.”

– American Bar Association Standards for Language Access in Courts

Increasingly, state policies and practices reflect this new norm. Since 2010, several states have improved access to justice for LEP individuals. For example, Nebraska passed legislation making clear that LEP individuals would not be charged for court interpretation. New Mexico has asked each of its courts to implement a language access plan, have a bilingual language access specialist who can provide meaningful language assistance outside the courtroom, and develop standards for ensuring that quality language services are provided to court-ordered programs. In 2013, the New Hampshire Supreme Court issued an order adopting the New Hampshire Judicial Branch Language Services Plan. In 2014, the Superior Court of the District of Columbia issued an order articulating its policy that it would “provide interpreting services to all hearing-impaired and non-English and limited English proficient persons participating in court proceedings involving all case types in all divisions of the Superior Court, and to pay the cost for such services, unless such services are waived by the participant.”

The National Center for Access to Justice (NCAJ) identified language access as one of four key measures in a survey of access policies and practices in state court systems. The NCAJ created the Justice Index, which ranks state performance with regard to each of these key measures based on the extent to which each state’s laws, rules, policies, and practices facilitate access to justice. The data collected was used by NCAJ to give each state a score indicative of its performance on a 100 point scale; higher scores indicate better access to justice. The map below provides a visual representation of each state’s performance with regard to language access.

Through data gathered during 2015 as part of this initiative, the NCAJ found that:

• In the past twelve months, more than half of all state courts trained their court staff who interact with the public on how to communicate with LEP individuals;

• 78% of state courts had a statute, rule, or other policy in place that requires courts to provide interpreters for all criminal and civil court proceedings; and

• Over 80% of states had a process in place to certify their court interpreters.
State courts across the country have made significant progress toward providing LEP individuals meaningful access to their programs and services. Further progress will result from continued efforts from court leaders, legislators, judicial and bar organizations, professional interpreters and translators, advocates, and DOJ. Such efforts are important, for the work is not complete. Some courts have not yet seriously considered how best to ensure that LEP individuals can participate fully in court matters. A shrinking minority of courts remain comfortable with policies imposing special financial burdens on parties because of their limited English proficiency.
Others recognize the need to provide language assistance services but face implementation challenges.

“The Department applauds courts that are promoting equal access to the judicial system for limited English proficient individuals through concerted efforts to remove language barriers.”

– Tony West, Associate Attorney General, February 2014

As the linguistic diversity of the country grows and more state courts recognize the critical role that language services play in ensuring access to justice for all, we look forward to continued progress and highlighting more resources on LEP.gov. DOJ recognizes the steps taken by state courts toward providing meaningful access for LEP individuals, and welcomes the opportunity to work collaboratively with courts in this area.

The Division remains committed to the Courts Language Access Initiative to promote language access in the state courts through enforcement of Title VI, technical assistance, and collaborative work with others. We offer in the Appendix a variety of tools and resources from non-DOJ sources that can assist courts to comply with the law. In addition, DOJ is available to provide technical assistance to courts interested in improving their language assistance services.
Appendix

Additional Resources

These links to non-DOJ tools, resources, and examples of language access plans and policies, developed by state courts and other organizations, may provide additional assistance in ensuring meaningful access for LEP individuals in courts.

- **American Bar Association Standards for Language Access in Courts** (February 2012) - American Bar Association’s comprehensive guide to ensuring language access in state and federal courts and administrative agencies - [americanbar.org/content/dam/aba/administrative/legal_aid_indigent_defendants/ls_scl_aid_standards_for_language_access_proposal.authcheckdam.pdf](http://americanbar.org/content/dam/aba/administrative/legal_aid_indigent_defendants/ls_scl_aid_standards_for_language_access_proposal.authcheckdam.pdf).


- **National Center for State Courts Language Access Services Section** - Offers resources for state courts to assist in overcoming language barriers and ensuring meaningful access to LEP individuals - [ncsc.org/languageaccess](http://ncsc.org/languageaccess).

- **Rhode Island Supreme Court Executive Order on Language Services in the Courts: Supreme Court No. 2012-05 (June 13, 2012)** - The Chief Justice of Rhode Island’s comprehensive language access policy - [go.usa.gov/xDsfH](http://go.usa.gov/xDsfH).


- **Strategic Plan for Implementing Enhanced Language Access in the Colorado State Courts** (March 15, 2012) - Colorado Judicial Department’s strategic plan assigns responsibility and timelines for completion of specific tasks to implement the language access directive issued by the Chief Justice - [go.usa.gov/xDsGz](http://go.usa.gov/xDsGz).

access services in courts and court operations - 
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